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Abstract 
This study examines the adjustment process of students in yougo-teacher program who decide not to pursue 
the career.  Based on interviews with three such students, we analyzed their adjustment process to their 
career goal change on seven dimensions: ①commitment to becoming a yougo teacher; ②facing trouble; ③
reaching a limit; ④resignation; ⑤decision on course change; ⑥grope for a new career course; and, ⑦
decision on a new course. We can regard this process as confirmation and re-establishment of their identity 
as university students. In addition, the course change is found to have brought out an affirmative result in 
students’ minds and thus can be considered a means of coping with stress.  Faculty assistance is needed in 
leading students determine their career path based on their own will. 
 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































達 成 困 難
の認識 
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